
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of cloud
associate. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for cloud associate

Participate in the storyboarding and analysis of user workflows
Provide technical oversight, delivery and implementation responsibilities for
cloud security platforms, infrastructures and business projects
Develop, configure and document O365 security technology and best
practices, manage the company’s IaaS, SaaS & PaaS security strategy,
controls and provide ongoing monitoring of new technology and trends
Provide leadership in the selection, design, and implementation of controls
around sanctioned SaaS, MFA, decryption and cloud DLP policies
Possess and maintain broad technical and business knowledge of all aspects
of emerging cloud and identity technologies including Azure & AWS
Possess broad expertise with authentication (SSO), data protection, service
decoupling, development tooling, API design, management and deployment
Ensure service metrics relating to operational effectiveness and assurance
that CASB configurations are compliant
Regularly work with focus groups on projects, operational questions and IT
standards by participating and acting as a promoter and guardian of global
standards
Lead, develop and contribute to service deliverables with a security focus on
IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS services
Design and develop solutions and capabilities to support Cloud automation
strategy

Example of Cloud Associate Job Description
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Professional experience of J2EE with emphasis on multi-threading and
distributed code
Prior Experience developing and/or supporting core Infrastructure computing
services ( Domain Controller, Virtualization, VMWare, Storage,
Backup/Recovery, Data Security, Data Replication & monitoring
Prior exposure and/or knowledge of Platform Services (Web / Database / Big-
Data / API Integration )
You will develop an understanding of SFDC & our positioning as a market
leader in the Industry
You are a recent graduate from a Top University or Business School
If you speak any other languages the managers will like you even more!


